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Gasparilla's Gold Crossword Puzzle
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2. What kind of eggs do the Pinders get in trouble
for trying to sell?
5. What musical instrument does Gus not want to
play until the very end of the story?
6. Anytime anyone needs to feel better, Coop
always makes a root beer _____
10. After Gus rescues the panther cub, he names
him Gasparilla because he believes the cub is a
____
11. Gus believes Fiona’s hair is the exact color of
this sweet food.
12. Gus is afraid of storms because he was caught
in a flash _____
13. What part of a whale did Gus find while he was
rescuing the turtle eggs?
14 . What family believes they own the island
where Gus’s aunt has the wildlife shelter, where
pirate’s gold may be buried.
17. What kind of animal babies do Gus and Fiona
have to take turns bottlefeeding?
18. What kind of animal does Gus, Fiona and Coop
release into the Preserve one night?

Do wn
1. Gus’s Aunt Willie lives in Wahkullah House, which
is named for a Seminole Indian word meaning...
3. What animals make Gus freak out when they get
on his legs after he jumps out of the truck and runs
away?
4 . There are some Spanish words that are
important clues. One is oro, which means ...
7. Where did Gus used to live and misses leaving?
8. What do the Pinders steal on the Market Day?
9. The kind of animal that Aunt Willie rescued and
named “Casper”.
14 . What animal’s footprints show up on page 12
of the story?
15. Do they find the pirate’s buried treasure?
16. The twin rock spires in the Preserve are made
out of a limestone rock formed of seashells broken
up and packed together.

